INVITATION TO JOIN THE
YALE-GRIFFIN PRC’S
COMMUNITY ADVISORY GROUP

The Yale-Griffin Prevention Research Center (PRC) invites residents of Greater New Haven and the Lower Naugatuck Valley to apply for openings in our Community Advisory Group!

ABOUT THE CENTER
The Yale-Griffin PRC is funded by the CDC. It is a collaboration between the Yale School of Public Health and Griffin Hospital. We are part of the CDC’s Prevention Research Centers Network.

Our primary focus revolves around the development, implementation, and assessment of community-based strategies aimed at preventing and managing chronic diseases.

ABOUT THE CAG
The Yale-Griffin PRC Community Advisory Group (CAG) was established in 2021. It plays an important role in bringing community insights into the different research projects.

As a member, you can actively shape community health initiatives and contribute to advancing preventive research in chronic diseases. Your involvement ensures that our interventions have a significant impact and are closely aligned with community needs.

MEMBERSHIP DETAILS
We seek one member from Greater New Haven and two from the Lower Naugatuck Valley, joining our group of nine members. Adults (21+ years) dedicate 1-2 hours monthly, attending Zoom meetings on the first Monday from 6-7 PM, with compensation at $25/hour.

MEET OUR CURRENT COMMUNITY ADVISORY GROUP MEMBERS!

Interested in applying?
For questions, contact Sofia I. Morales at sofia.morales@yale.edu or 203-605-2973 and/or Rockiy Ayettey at rockiy.ayettey@yalegriffinprc.org or 203-732-1125

Complete a short application by visiting https://bit.ly/CAG-Application or scan the QR code!